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Read the first book in the New York Times bestselling the mystery of the immortal Nicholas Flamel series, perfect for fans of Maze Runner and Percy Jackson and olympians. He has a secret that can end up in the world. Truth: Nicholas Flamel was born in Paris on September 28, 1330. Almost 700 years later, he is
recognized as the greatest alchemist of his day. It is said that he discovered the secret of eternal life. Records show that he died in 1418. But his tomb is empty. Legend: Nicholas Flamel lives. But just because he has been making life elixir for centuries. The secret of eternal life is hidden in the book he keeps - the Book
of Abraham Mage. This is the most powerful book that ever existed. In the wrong hands, he will destroy the world. That's what Dr. John Dee plans to do when he steals it. Mankind won't know what's going on until it's too late. And if the prophecy is true, Sophie and Josh Newman are the only ones with the power to save
the world as we know it. Sometimes legends are true. And Sophie and Josh Newman are about to find themselves in the midst of the greatest legend of all time. Praise for the Immortal Nicholas Flamel Series Secrets: Alchemyst [STAR] [A] Riveting Fantasy... While there are many here sending readers rushing to their
encyclopedias... those who read the book at face value will simply be caught up in the enticing story. Great view. - The School Library Journal, starred magician [STAR] Readers will be swept up in a plot that moves skillfully together, leaving a wide trailer for destruction and timely revelations. - Kirkus Reveiws, the starred
Sorcerer Master yarnspinner that he is, Scott skillfully cranked up the susper while keeping his now big throw in quick motion.... This page -turner promises plenty of action to come. - Kirkus Reviews Necromancer Relentless forward momentum.... This book will thrill fans. - School Library Journal from hardcover edition.
Alchemyst: Secrets of Immortal Nicholas Flamel Above is the First Edition of the US Cover of Alchemyst: Secrets of immortal Nicholas FlamelAuthorMichael ScottCover artistMichael WagnerCountryUniverse EnglishSeries Immortal Published by Nicholas FlamelGenreFantasyPublisherDelacorte Press (USA)Doubleday
(UK)Publish date May 22, 2007 (US)2 4 May 2007. (UK)Media typePrinting (hardcover)Pages375ISBN978-0-385-73357-1 (US)978-0-385-61293-7 (UK)) Dewey Decimal823.914LC ClassPZ7.S42736Alc 2007 After Magic Alchemist: The Immortal Secrets of Nicholas Flamel (often shortened to Alchemyst) is the first
installment in a six-volume fantasy novel series The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel. It was written by Irish author Michael Scott and was published in May 2007. Alchemyst has been translated into 20 languages and is 37 countries. [2] The film rights to these series were sold by Lorenzo di Bonaventura. The title
character alchemyst refers to the historical nature of Nicholas Flamel, a French scrivener and manuscript salesman. Flamel has developed an afterlife reputation for being an alchemist and his search for philosopher stone and immortality. The alchemist is Nicholas Flamel. — Michael Scott[3] A summary of the plots
sophie and Josh Newman are 15-year-old twins who work their summer jobs at the Coffee Cup in San Francisco (Sophie works in a Coffee Cup, Josh works in a bookstore on the other side of the street) when a mysterious man, John Dee, comes to a bookstore book book, Codex - or a book by Abraham. Josh witnesses
both Nick and Perry using magic. He discovers that Nick is not an ordinary bookseller, but a medieval and legendary alchemist, Nicholas Flamel, is kept alive, making life an elixir (a secret from the Codex) for him and his wife, Perenelle. Dee also uses magic and takes the codex force while Josh is holding it – so two
pages are forgotten; The final summons pages that Dee must cultivate the dark elders, the beings whom Dee serves, and who have kept him immortal for several hundred years. Both Flamels need codex to make life elixir, or they will age quickly and die within a month. Also, if they can't get codex, Dee will invite dark
elders to destroy the world and return to an age where people are just slaves and food. Flamel quickly takes Sophie and Josh into hiding to attract the help of a scathach, powerful new generation of senior. There they are forced to run, threatened by rats sent by Dee, who is thwarted by Flamel and Scathach. Chased
again almost immediately by tens of thousands of birds, Flamel then leads twins and Scathach to secure the aid of Hekate, a powerful three-faced elder who can awaken the twins' magical potential. Dee discovers this, and enlisted the help of Bastet and Morrigan. The trio mount a massive assault on Hekate
shadowrealm, destroying Yggdrasill - the tree of the world - that is the heart of Hekate's power. While Yggdrasill is attacked, Hekate awakens Sophie's magic abilities, but doesn't have time to wake Josh up as the tree was set on fire by Dee. While she rushes to defend her home, Scathach, Flamel, and twins try to



escape the shadowrealm. While escaping, they confronted Dee and witnessed the ancient ice elemental sword, excalibur power. They see Dee transform the entanglement into pure ice, then shatter the statue. Scathach notes that she thought excalibur was lost when Artorius died. The twins, Scathach, and Flamel
escape the shadowrealm, just before hekate, Yggdrasill destruction, and full shadowrealm. As they escape, Dee uses Excalibur to freeze the tree, Hekate, whose life and power are connected to him, transforms into ice as well. As it happens, Dee is reported that Flamels and Scathach escaped with twins. In his anger, he
breaks yggdrasill, who crushed Hekate in the dust, killing her. Flamel, Scathach, and twins travel to Scathach's grandmother, endor witch (also called Air Mistress), who teaches Sophie her magical secrets quickly by giving the girl all the witch's knowledge and power to know how to use air magic. While they are, Dee
learned that the prophecy of the Codex speaks to Sophie and Josh. He tempts Josh to join him, using necrosis to lift thousands of corpses to attack the elders, Flame and Sophie. Josh almost agrees, but at the last moment, he realizes he will lose Sophie if he agrees. Dee brings all the dead to a nearby cemetery alive
and they start attacking them, Josh hits Dee with his Hummer, distracting Dee long enough to escape with Scathach, Sophie and Nicholas Flamel using leygate (a teleportation device where two or more lines of energy, ley lines, cross each other) go to Paris, which is Nicholas Flamel's old home. The book ends when
Dee surprises them. Special editions and includes variants in the United Kingdom on 5 August 2010, The Alchemyst was re-released with an alternative cover. Alchemyst was released as part of a special edition package of 3 book set called First Codex USA on September 28, 2020. Audio book Alchemyst is also
available as an unabridged audiobook. It was released by the Listening Library on May 22, 2007 and narrated by Denis O'Hare. Audiobook ISBN numbers: ISBN 0-7393-5032-3 (UK), ISBN 978-0-7393-5032-4 (US). [4] Award nominations Irish Book of the Year – 2008 [5] Kentucky Bluegrass Book Award [6] Rhode Island
Teen Book Award – 2008 (Winner)[7] Bisto Book of the Year Award – 2008 [8] CBI Shadow Award – 2008 Maine Student Book Award – Ranked 10th in Nevada Young Readers Award[11] NCSLMA YA Book Award – 2010[12] Online games The first related online game to be launched was Codex Master. [13] The
purpose is to get money and guess the secret code consisting of a sequence of colored orbs by entering different sequences and using logic. When a sequence is entered, the indicators indicate when the player has the correct color, as well as when the color is in the correct or wrong position so that they can apply logic
and guess the correct sequence. The film adaptation of the film rights book was originally sold by New Line Cinema and Mark Burnett Productions. [14] The film is currently pre-production. IMDb has been notified. According to The Hollywood Reporter, the writer hired to pen the script was Eric Bress, who wrote a scripted
television show, Kyle XY. It has been reported that the manufacturer will be Mark Burnett and that he bought the rights to the book at auction before publication. November 2009 Michael Scott and Barry Krost will be executive producer. The script writer has yet to be published. Well, I promise news for the Flamel movie.
Here's a press release. The film was set up with New Line, but New Line was absorbed by Warner and The Law came back to me. There was huge interest in the series and eventually, he went to Lorenzo di Bonaventura, who is the man responsible for bringing Harry Potter to Warner when he was there. He really loves
this series. The next step now is to add a writer – I don't write, I have 3 more books to do! — Michael Scott[16] on 20 June 2012 it was announced that ampco films, an Australian company, had chosen a film. Michael Scott will write the screenplay. Production is due to begin in early 2013 and filming will take place in
Australia and New Zealand. [17] Dick Cook Studios has picked up the film production by October 2019. [18] The sequel to The Magician: The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel, which was released in the UK on 5 June 2008 and 24 June 2008 in the US. The third book, Sorcerer: The Secrets of the Immortal
Nicholas Flamel, was published in the US on 26 May 2009, and the fourth book was published on 25 June 2009 in the United Kingdom necromancer: The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel following its US release on 25 May 2010. The fifth book, The Warlock: The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel, was
published in America on 24 May 2011. [19] The last book in this series, Enchantress: The Secrets of the Immortal Nicholas Flamel, was published on May 24, 2012. Michael Scott-Author of Attention-Random House. Random House Inc. Retrieved November 22, 2009 ↑ Michael Scott. Michael Scott-secrets immortal
Nicholas Flamel-Alchemyst. Archived since the original on 18 September 2009 Retrieved from 22 November 2009 ^ Quoted from dead link] ^ Alchemyst Audiobook. Amazon UK. ASIN 0739350323. ^ Staff writer (27 March 2008). Shortlist for the Book Award. RTE.ie. Retrieved 27 November 2009 ^ Staff writer. 2009
Master List @ Kentucky Bluegrass Award. K.B.A. Archived original on 15 December 2009. Retrieved from 27 November 2009 ^ Staff writer (17 March 2009). 2009 RI Teen Book Award Winner - Press Release (PDF). R.I.T.B.A. Retrieved from the original (PDF) on 8 November 2009 ^ Staff writer. Bisto Book of the Year
Awards 2008. C.B.I. Retrieved from September 22, 2010 ^ Staff writer. C.B.I Shadowing Awards 2008. C.B.I. 22 September 2010 ↑ Maine Student Book Award 2008-2009. MSBA. Archived since the original on August 15, 2011 Retrieved from 16 June 2011 ^ Staff writer. The Nevada Library Association is the Nevada
Young Readers Award. Nyra, Great I Archived from the original on February 25, 2010. Retrieved from 27 November 2009 ^ Staff writer. NCSLMA YA BOOK AWARD 2010. ncslma. Retrieved 27 November 2009 . Codex Master Game. Random House, United States – November 25, 2009 ^ a b Staff writers. Film profile:
The secrets of the immortal Nicholas Flamel. TheMovieInsider.com. Retrieved 22 November 2009. DiBonaventura sets up a Secret Company to produce the Nicholas Flamel series. Various. Retrieved 22 November 2009 ↑ Michael Scott. Link to his full post. Flamel's Secret Fan Forum. Archived since the original on July
11, 2011 ↑ Patricia McClintock. Michael Scott's best-selling book Alchemyst get a movie makeover. Retrieved July 24, 2012 ↑ Bulbeck, Pip (21 October 2019). Former Disney Studios chair Dick Cook making two Adventure Movies in Melbourne. The Hollywood Reporter. Retrieved 2 June 2020 ^ Staff writers. Product
catalog. Random House USA. Retrieved from 6 December 2010. External links Author's website Publisher's website Official Flamel Forum Author Fans Forum. The page is displayed 2 Page message You are not logged in. Your IP address will be publicly visible if you make any changes. If you sign in or create an
account, your changes will be assigned to the user's name, among other privileges. Content that infringes any copyright will be deleted. The encyclopaedic quantity must be checked. The work on Wikipedia can be edited, used, and redistributed by anyone, subject to certain conditions. Retrieved from
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